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1 Introduction

The path integral approach suggested by Feynman [1] is widely used in quantum me-
chanics, statistical physics and quantum field theory. The standard form of these
integrals is shown in (2.1) where the Gaussian measure with an appropriate Green
function describes the non-interacting free system and the nonlinear part corresponds
to an interaction in this system. Various theoretical techniques have been developed to
calculate this functional integral but the only method well established mathematically
is the perturbation expansion at small coupling. In the strong coupling regime varia-
tional methods have a good reputation in describing physical values such as a ground
state energy due to their low sensibility to errors in the choice of trial wave functions
(see, for example [2]). But a variational method does not allow us to know how close
is the obtained estimation to the true described value and does not give a recipe how
to calculate the next correlations.

The purpose of this paper is to formulate a general method of estimation of a
functional integral in the strong coupling regime. Our idea is the following. We propose
that the functional integral is of the Gaussian type in the strong coupling regime but
with another Green function in the Gaussian measure. The contribution of self-energy
which is proportional to the tadpole Feynman diagrams is the main one to the formation
of the new state. Thus, the mathematical problem is to take it into account correctly.
It can be done by introducing the concept of the normal product according to the given
Gaussian measure. We formulate the equations which make it possible to perform this
program. As a result, we obtain the equivalent representation of the initial functional
integral in which the main contributions of the strong interaction are concentrated
in the new Green function defining the measure and in an explicit expression for the
ground state energy. This representation permits us to compute small perturbation
corrections.

We have applied this method to the problem of polaron ground state energy. The
obtained results seem promising and are in good agreements with the often-quoted
numerical results.

2 General Method

In this section we formulate our method of calculations of functional integrals denned on
a Gaussian measure.We shall consider the functional integrals of the following general
type

J ^ J (2.1)

(2.2)

Zr(g) =

Here we have introduced the following notation :

r r
The parameter g is a coupling constant .The integration in (2.2) is performed over a
region T C RJ (d = 1,2,...). Usually, the region is a box

= {x : flj < x3 < bJt j = ! , . . . , < / } . (2.3)
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D"1 (x, y) is a differential operator defined on functions tp(x) with appropriate boundary
conditions. For example

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

D:'(x,y) = ( - - ^ + r

with periodic boundary conditions. The Green function Da(x,y) satisfies

\dyDl\x,y)D0{y,z) = &{x ~ z).

The normalization constant ND in (2.1) is denned by the condition

and
No =

The interaction functional W[<p] can be written in a genera! form

where

(2.7)

(aip) = dxa(x)<p(x)

r

and djia is a measure. For example,

(2.8)

We consider that the integral (2.1) does exist as a functional integral and can be
calculated by the perturbation method for a small coupling constant g. Our aim is to
give a representation of our integral in the strong coupling regime. In other words, we
want to obtain a representation in which all main contributions of a strong interaction
are concentrated in the Green function of the Gaussian measure.

Let us perform the following transformations in the integral (2.1)

*»(*) + 6(a)
(2.9)

where b(x) and D 1{x,y) are arbitrary functions. The Green function D(x,y) satisfies

dgD-l{x,y)D{y,z)= 6{x - z)

Then, the functional integral takes the form
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Zr{g) =

(2.10)

here

daD =

N = %/detD'1 .

Now let us introduce the concept of the normal product according to the given Gaussian
measure dap . It means that

(2.12)

so that
I

f
daD : ip{x1)...ip(xn) := 0.

Then, the interaction functional W1ni (2.11) can be rewritten

Wint =

'0*) • i(ay) - (2.13)

Our basic idea is that the main contribution to the functional integral is concen-
trated in the Gaussian measure. It means that the linear and quadratic terms over the
integration variables <fi(x) should be absent in the integration functional W,nl in (2.13).
Thus, we obtain two equations

- jdyD;\ = 0,

Jd^a(x)a(y)eii + D:'(x,y) - D'\x,y) = 0

These equations provide the removing of the terms.
Let us introduce the functional

(2.14)

(2.15)

Then, equations (2.14) can be written in the form
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b(x) = g

D(xux?) = Doixuxj) + jdx jdyZJ(x,,x) ^ ^ D{y,xt).

r r
These equations define the functions b(x ) and D(z, y) , Finally we obtain

vherc

Zr(g) = exp{ WB } j daD exp

(2.16)

(2.17)

w- • -21""' K - \ - D-l]D) + g\V[b],

- , / . (2.18)

The functions b(x) and D{x,y) are defined by equations (2.16).
One should stress that the representations (2.1) and (2.17) are equivalent. Therefore

our mathematical object Zj-(g) has at least two different representations (2.1) and
(2J7). In principle we can get other representations if equations (2.16) have different
solutions. We shall choose the representation in which the perturbation corrections
connected with g W2 or g W are at minimum for the given parameters in the interaction
functional g W.

All our transformations and equations (2.16) are valid for real and complex functions
in the functional integral (2.1).

In the case of real functional integrals equality (2.19) and equations (2.16) lead to
the following conclusion. The interaction functional Wi[ip] in (2.17) satisfies

d<rDWi[ip] = 0 .

Using Jensen's inequality we have

Zv{g) > exp{Wo} ,

(2.19)

(2.20)

so that Wo defines the lower estimation for our functional integral.
On the other hand, one can check easily that equations (2.16) define the minimum

of the functional Wo in (2.18). Thus, inequality (2.20) is a variational estimation of our
functional integral (2.1). Moreover, the representation (2.17) permits us to calculate the
perturbation corrections to Wo developing the functional integral (2.17) over g W^\ .

3 Ground State Energy of a Polaron

The ground state energy E(a) of the Frolich polarons is defined by the expression

E(a) = - Km - In Z0(a), (3.1)
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Our aim is to get the behaviour of the function E(a) for a —t co. We apply the
method described in the previous section to the functional integral (3.2). This integral
can be written in the form of (2.1)

ZT(a) = Na J *rexpj- i jj dtds r(t) D;l(t, (3.3)

where

and

E(c) = - lim J - l n Z r ( a ) .

The Green function D<,(t,s) satisfying the periodic boundary conditions is

D.(t,*) = -\\t - >\ - j T Z * De{t-t) = -±\t-s\,

(3.5)

j (3.6)

We want to find the limit in (3.5). Therefore we shall consider that T - j3/2 is
asymptotically large. In this limit the Green functions are translation ally invariant,
i.e.

D.{tts) = D0(t-s), D(t,s) = D(t-s).

The interaction function U[b] in (2.15) can be written

U[b) = -LJJdtdse-*-* j ^ e x P { i k ( b ( 0 - b(j)) - k2F(i-,)} , (3.7)
-T

where
F(t - s) = Z>(0) - D(t - s).

Now let us consider equations (2.16). We choose b(s) = 0 as a solution of the first
equation (2.16) because this solution seems to be natural as it follows from the explicit
form of the integral (3.2). Then, we obtain
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Cij(( -a) = Si} • £ ( ( - 5} =

5(t- .s

tf31/ [fa]
Sbi(t) 6^(3)1

~ da;e-l"l e-l<—I

and

_, l-cos(jfct)

The second equation in (2.16) has the following form :

D{k) = bo{k) - Do(k)at{k)b(k),

and

D(k) = ~. = .
D->(fc) + „£(*)

Finally, we obtain for the function F(s) the following equation :

no

Fts) ( — l ~ C0s^3)
' / T ft2 +at(k)'

where S(fc) is defined in (3.9).
The energy Ea{a) which is defined by WB in the representation (2.18) is

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

The representation (2.18) for the polaron functional integral looks as ( T = (3/2 is
asymptotically large )

ZT(a) = e~"'B°<a> JT(<*), (3.13)

r

JT(a) = N I 6rexpl-^lldtdsr(t)D-1(t-s)r{s) + aU2[r}\, (3.14)

where

The functions D(t) and F(i) are defined by equations (3.7) and (3.11). It should be
stressed that the representation (3.15) is completely equivalent to the initial represen-
tation (3.2) for asymptotically large T —» 00.
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4 The Strong Coupling Limit
In the section, we obtain the representation for the ground state energy of an optical
polaron at asymptotically large a. Let us consider the functional integral (3.14). In
formulas (3.14) and (3.15) we introduce new variables

- ^ , * > S ^ (4.1)

where ^ is a parameter depending on a. Then all our formulas become

J\(a) = N I $roexpl — - 11 du dv ro(v) — D~l i j ro(v)

<• - A / 2 ^ ^

A/2

- A / 2

P' , 1
: exp{ip(ro(u) - ro(w))} - 1 + — [ro(«) - Mt))]-1: > .

o 1
)

where A = 2T/J. Now let us consider equation (3.11) where we introduce
'dp 1 — cos(pu)

(4.2)

Our basic assumption to be justified is that the parameter ^ increases as
One can see that equations (4.3) have the limit as p —» 00 if

Then, we have

0 0

F(t) = i

dp 1 — cos(pu)
>

3/2 /•

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

and so

0

(4.6)
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where the parameter ft is chosen in such way that

a u3/2 1

4 a2

= 1.

Formula (4.6) leads to *(oo) = 1/2 and

Thus, we get

- , , \t\)),

D~\t-»)= (_ |1

D(t) = ~ (-^ \t\),

Let us introduce a new operator

Substituting these formulas into (4.2) we obtain

h{f) = / da exp {£/^[ro] } s < exp f^[ro]

where we introduce a Gaussian measure

Mi

da = N6ro expj - - / <fu[ro
2(u) + ro

2(u)] I ,

-A/I

1 = 1 .

and an interaction function

A/2

-A/2

(4-7)

. e,p<ro(.0-roW) _ ! + L[ro(u) - roW]2 : .

Here, we introduce the notation

exp(—ikx)
w 1 + pPk? '

_ | rf? exp(-i^i)

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

obeying the equation

(4.13)

Let us consider the ground state energy of an optical polaron defined by formula
(3.1) in the form

E(a) - E0{a) - fi • t{p) (4.14)

where
(4.15)

(4.16)

e(li) — lim —
A->oo A

For asymptotically large a —* oo , substituting (4.8) into (3.12) we get

It is known [1,15] that in the strong coupling limit

lim e(fi) = e

where e is a constant.
Using the definition (4.7) we finally obtain

(4.17)

Calculating /A(/J) in (4.15) as a —t oo we find the desired parameter e. We stress that
li enters into the function GJjx) only here.

5 High Order Corrections to E0(a)

The desired parameter e is expected commonly [1,7,8,15] to be a small value. Then,
expanding the exponent in (4.IS) we get perturbation series with the general term

(5.1)

where <£ . . . 3» denotes only the connected part proportional to A due to logarithm in
(4.15) and

" - 1 -A/2
Pi

(5.2)
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S = -vi)) = 1 + - . . ,

- vm) - Z>(u, - vm) - V(um -Q = J | exp {-p,pm [V{u, - um)

In (5.2) we have used the definitions

< : exp[ipro(u)| :: exp[jqro(t;)] : > = exp{-pql>(u - v)}. (5.3)

First, we will factorize out these terms in R which give finite nonvanishing contributions
in (5.1) as ji —* oo. One can see in (5.1) that these terms must have the next form

(5-4)

Expanding $ in power series in T>(UJ — Vj) and taking into account (4.12) one finds
that only the term

Sfinitc = 1 (5.5)

obeys the requirement (5.4). It is more complicated picking out in Q parts giving
contributions to (5.4) and we will do it later using graphical representations for (5.1).

Using a symmetry a n i / i n (/„ and taking into account (5.5) we rewrite (4.11)

where

Ml

- A / 2

A/2

J = V[ta] + W[ro],

dudvG^u-v) f dj>[2 : eipro("»

(5.6)

(5.7)

and

- A / 2

A/2

-I-
- A / 2

dudvG»(u-v)J
- A / 2

A/2

= I Jill dud^,{u-v) f dP

dV yfe

: (P'-o(«))'(pro(«)r : (5-8)
- A / 2

- 1 1 -

B [ x y

b)

f)

Figure 1: Diagrams giving high order corrections to E0(a).

Mi

J>2 m>I

In (5.6)-(5.8) we have used the notation

Jr.

dV =

- A / 2

(5.9)

Substituting (5.7) and (5.8) into (4.9) and expanding the exponent we obtain for
the parameter e a sum of products of the functions V and W averaged by the Gaussian
measure defined in (4.10). To each term in the sum there can be represented a series
of diagrams built by the next rules:

• A graph consists of two or more vertices Vjn(u) and Wim(u,v).

• Each one-point vertex Vin(«) emits 2n numbers O/T0 lines ,where n>2.

• Back two-point vertex Wtm(u,v) has I and m ro lines entering into points u and
v. The points are connected by a wavy line G»(u — v) defined in (4.IS). We stress
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that the dependence G^p) = (1 + fi* p2 J"1 plays an important role in further
considerations. Here I > 2, m > 1 and / + m = 2iVo > 4.

• ,4/J the ro fines o/ a vertex in a graph must be connected with ro lines of other
vertices by the solid lines T>(u,v). A line from a given vertex can not be coupled
with another from the same vertex due to normal ordering form in (5.7) and
(5.8).

* Only connected graphs arise there according to (^.15).

Following these rules we get graphs shown in Figs.lb-le . In the case ft —> oo,
according to (5.1) and (5.4), a finite contribution to s is given only by the "tree"
graphs shown in Fig.Id, connected "weakly" with respect to wavy Gu lines. These
diagrams, which cannot be separated into a pair of inconnected subgraphs by cutting
one 0^ line ( Fig.lc ), give vanishing contribution proportional to O(\/ji). So we deal
with only "tree" graphs in the strong coupling regime.

The "tree" structure of graphs as ji —* oo leads to a requirement: both / and m are
even for each vertex Wtm in a graph. Indeed, let us consider the elementary fragment
shown in Fig.If with one external G^ line. All the V vertices in the fragment have even
numbers of entering lines and taking into account the circumstance that each internal
Z> line ends in two vertices, we can conclude that the point with (?„ line must contain
an even number of entering ro lines. It means that, for example, m = even at the
corresponding point of Wim and thus I — even immediately because of the condition
m + I = 2NO. Going to the "trunk" of our "tree" we see that each pair {/;; m,} is
even separately for all vertices W},,mi.

Then, taking into account (5.7) and (5.8) we find that the sign of a "tree" graph
shown in Fig.le , containing N vertices V and L vertices W is

(5.10)

for fixed n,, Ij and TTSJ. It is easy to see that, the lowest simple diagrams giving the
essential contribution to £ has the positive sign +1 because of n = 4, /— m = 2 for
them.

So the contribution of the given "tree" graph to £ can be represented as a sum of
fast decreasing alternating series with a positive first term. The sum is positive. We
have shown the positiveness of "tree" graphs.

6 Numerical Results

The first corrections to e will be given by diagrams shown in Fig.lb. These are induced
by only the interaction function Vfro]. Using this circumstance, we will show how one
can summarize exactly these ones. Let us come back in V[ro] to the ordinary operator

-13-

Authors
Feynman, Schultz
Pekar
Miyake (exact)
Luttinger, Lu
Marshall, Mills
Sheng, Dow
Smondyrev { lower bound )
Adamowski, Gerlach
Feranchuk, Komarov
Efimov, Ganbold

Ours

Results
0.1061
0.1088
0.108513
0.1066
0.1078
0.1065
0.109206
0.1085128
0.1078
0.1080

0.10843

Table 1: The comparison of some results for the polaron ground state energy at large
coupling ( the coefficient of a2 ).

product. After some transformations one can get

< ev » = jVo/sr0exp I - j dt \vo
2{t) - f d3exp{~s2ro

2(t)) +

It means that solving the Schrodinger equation

with a potential
1

{/(x2) = -3V2 jdsexpl-s2 • x2] + j (6.3)

for the lowest eigenvalue, one can exactly find the parameter e%. Solving (6.2) numer-
ically we have obtained

e2 = 0,015541(1) (6.4)

or in other words, taking into account only the corrections caused by V[ro] we get

Bi(a) = - ~ • 1.020721(1) = -a2 • 0.108302(1). (6.5)

For the next correction to e we have calculated the diagrams shown in Fig. le. The
first row of graphs gives

A/2

• / • • • / dtdsdxdyGv{x-y)

-A/2
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f * J
(6-6)

The second series of diagrams after summation gives the contribution

IT/

A/2

//
-A/2

•exp {-p { ( (s - 2) - k2k3©(z - J/)} (6.7)

In (6.6) and {6.7) we wrote only the leading first terms corresponding to main exponents
in the functions V[ro] and W[rD] in (5.7) and {5.8), respectively. Taking into account
the necessary restriction terms and omitting details of calculations we present the final
numerical result

= 4 + £3 = 0.0012(1)

Adding it to Ei(a) we finally get

E3{a) < - ^1 .0219(1) = -a2- 0.10843(1).

(6.8)

(6.9)

We propose that including more complicated diagrams one cannot change considerably
the estimation (6.9). Our result in (6.9) is in good agreement with the exact solution
obtained by Miyake [8] and confirmed in [15]. The error in energy is less than 0.07 per
cent. The comparison of some results obtained by quoted authors [1-17] is shown in
Table 1.
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